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Since \j/n and cpn are both injective outside An x C, we can replace Q

by Qr\(Un,\l/n) over (Dn- {\z\ <rn) x C, (the intersection being relative

to \j/n) and by (U„, i//„) over {j z | < rn} x C. [See the shaded figure in the

diagram above.]
This gives us a manifold X, and a map 71 : X C2, such that n'1 (a)

contains at most two points for any a e C2. This is locally Stein; in fact the

boundary of n~1 (Dn x C) is locally described by an inequality max (w, v) < 0

where u, v are strongly plurisubharmonic. This is known to be sufficient to
guarantee that n~1(Dny-C) is Stein. Over a small neighbourhood U of
(0,0), 7r-1 (U) is isomorphic to the disjoint union u ij/n1 (U). Thus

n^2
n : X -> C2 is locally Stein. However, X is not Stein. In fact, if

K {(z, w) g C2 I z real, 0<z<^2, \ w \ - 1},

the envelope L (71_1 (i^))A of the compact set %~x (K) has the property
that 71 (L) contains the discs

z -, I w I < 1
n

for « > 2, so that L cannot be compact.

§2. Pseudo-convex Domains

Strongly pseudo-convex domains with smooth boundary in C have
some very useful properties not shared by arbitrary bounded domains of
holomorphy. Here are two such properties.

I. Let Q be a strongly pseudo-convex domain with smooth boundary.
Then Q has a fundamental system of pseudo-convex neighbourhoods.

II. Subelliptic estimates.

We begin with a definition.
A

If/e L2(R"), let/ denote its Fourier transform, and, for a real j > 0,
define ||/|js by

11/iff I I7(Ö i2(i + m
We set

s (R") {/e L2 (R") I 11 / I |s < oo }
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Let
Rn+ {(x1; x„) eR" I jc„ > 0}

and define 3^s (R+) as the set ofg eL2 (R") for which there exists/ e 3^s (Rn)

with/ g on R". We introduce a norm on 34?s (r") by setting

II9 Ils mf ij/|U
the infimum being taken over those f e 34?s (Rn) for which / g on R".

This definition extends to compact manifolds with boundary (using
local coordinates and a finite partition of unity).

If J, J are strictly increasing sequences of integers between 1 and n,

/ (/1? ip), J (Jl9 we set

dzj dztl A A dzip, dzj dzjx a a dzy

Let Q be a bounded open set in C" with smooth boundary, and let
cd be a C00 differential form on Q. We can write œ uniquely in the form

œ ~ YJ aijdzi a dzj
i, j

where /, J are strictly increasing sequences of integers between 1 and n
and cijj are C00-functions on Q. We define the s-norm of co by

il®ii? i ii«1,11?.
i, J

If co, co' are differential forms of the same type (p, q),

cd — Yj au dzj a dzj, cd' — Yj ciijdzj a dzj
j, J i, J

we define a scalar product < cd, cd' > by

<œ,œ'>Y5aaijä^dv
I, J

(idv Lebesgue measure)

and use this scalar product to define the adjoint d* of the operator 3. Note
that the condition that a C°°-form on Q be in the domain of d* is given by
boundary conditions on the form.

Let Q be a pseudoconvex domain in Cn with smooth boundary, and let

ae 3 Q. We say that the d-Newmann problem is subelliptic at a for forms
of type (p, q) if there exists a neighbourhood U of a in Cn and constants
C > 0, e > 0 such that

(**) llœll? <C {II 3 HI 2 + II <3*®llo + II
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for all forms of type (p, q) with compact support in U n Q which lie in the

domain of <3*.

One of the central results in the study of the behaviour of solutions of
the equation ô cp œ near the boundary in the following theorem (see

Kohn [12]; also Princeton Mathematical Notes No. 19 by P. Greiner and

E. Stein: Estimates for the d-Neumann Problem, as well as the references

given there).

Theorem. Let Q be strongly pseudo-convex with smooth boundary.
Then, for any a e d Q, any q > 0, p > 0, the d-Neumann problem is

sabelliptic at a for forms of type (/?, q).

In fact, we may take s \ in (**) in this case, and this is best possible.
While this theorem, and the theorem about pseudo-convex neighbourhoods

of Q, fail to be true for pseudo-convex domains in general, it follows
from results of Kohn [13] and Diederich-Fornaess [4] that they remain
true if the boundary is real-analytic (without any hypotheses concerning
the points where Q is strongly pseudo-convex). We shall now describe the
results of Kohn [13] and Diederich-Fornaess [4] in a little greater detail.

Fet p be a real-valued C^-function on an open set U in (T, let a e U,

p (a) 0. Suppose that dp ^ 0 on U. Then, the set

M {x e U \ p(x) 0}
is a real submanifold of U of dimension In— 1. The complex hyperplane

{(Ci, e C" I £ |.Na)-Cv 0}
Zv

is called the complex tangent space of M at a (it is the largest complex
subspace of C" contained in the real tangent space of M at a).

The Fevi form of p at a is the restriction to T]y 0 (M) of the hermitian
form

^ d2 P

ö zß d zv

We also call this the Fevi form of M at a. Note that a change in the
defining equation p of M merely multiplies this form by a non-zero real
constant.

The null space of this Fevi form is the set of vectors

ivfl » erj'°(M)| £ -f(a)'C;, 0,v 1,h}
U= 1 ^ zU O Zv
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Let X be a real analytic set in U with a e X. We define the (Zariski)
tangent space Tl'° (X) of X at a as follows: let Ix be the ideal of germs at a

of real-analytic functions that vanish on X in some neighbourhood of a.
Then

Tl-°(X) I L £ £v 6 Tl,0IL(/) j.
If X cz M, the integer

inf dimc (Tla'°)n Na)
aeX

is called the holomorphic dimension of X and denoted by hoi. dim X.
If X is a complex analytic set contained in M, its holomorphic dimension
is equal to the (complex) dimension of X.

Kohn's main theorem on subelliptic estimates is the following [13]:

Theorem 1. Let Q be a pseudo-convex domain, aedQ, and suppose
that d Q is smooth and real-analytic in a neighbourhood of a.

Let q > 0. Then, the d-Neumann problem is subelliptic at a for forms
of type (/?, q) if the following condition is satisfied :

There is a neighbourhood U of a such that d Q n U contains no germ
of a real-analytic set whose holomorphic dimension is > q.

[Theorems 4 and 5 below, due to Diederich-Fornaess [4], imply that
this condition is satisfied for any q > 0, if ô Q is smooth and real-analytic
everywhere.]

We turn now to the problem of finding Stein neighbourhoods of Q.

Let S c d Q be the set of points at which Q is not strongly pseudo-
convex.

We say that the pseudo-convex domain Q is regular, if there exist

smooth, locally closed submanifolds Vu Vr of ô Q such that
1°. Vk is contained in d Q — u Vx as a closed subset.

i < k

2°. 5 c u Vk.
k — r

3°. The Levi form of ô Q, restricted to T„'° (Vk), is positive definite for all
a e Vk, all k — 1, r.
The theorems of Diederich-Fornaess [4] can be stated as follows.

Theorem 2, If Q is regular, then Q has a fundamental system of
pseudo-convex neighbourhoods.
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Theorem 3. If Q has a smooth real-analytic boundary, then Q is

regular.

The essential ingredients in the proofs of these two theorems are

contained in the next two [4].

Theorem 4. Let Q be a pseudo-convex domain with a smooth boundary,

and let a e d Q. Let U be a neighbourhood of a in C" such that ô Q n U

is real-analytic.
Let q > 0, and suppose that d Q n U contains the germ of a real-

analytic set whose holomorphic dimension is > q• Then ô Q n U contains

the germ of a complex analytic set of dimension > q.

Theorem 5. Let X be a compact, real-analytic set in C". Then X does

not contain the germ of any complex analytic set of dimension > 0.

Putting these results together, one obtains the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Let Q be a bounded pseudo-convex domain in Cn with a

smooth, real-analytic boundary. Then

a) Q has a fundamental system of neighbourhoods that are pseudo-convex,
hence Stein.

b) For any a e d Q, and any q > 0, the d-Neumann problem is subelliptic
at a for forms of type (/?, q).

These results and techniques are being very actively pursued at present.

Many problems which looked inaccessible until recently have been solved,
at least in important special cases. For instance, the Mergelyan theorem
for Q has seen significant progress (see e.g. [9]). So has the question of
global defining equations for the boundary of a pseudo-convex domain ([3]).
Finally, a beginning has been made in the study of domains whose boundaries

do contain complex analytic sets of positive dimension ([2]).
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